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Developing the Brand

Stave West has many partially-defined identities, 
and as many perceptions as there are people – 
these have grown over time without any group 
managing a public image or focusing on the 
overall experience and perception of the area.

The area is known locally and regionally as a kind 
of “wild west,” where “anything goes”. Dangerous 
activity involving illegal gun use, public drinking, 
and the degradation of environmentally, 
archeologically, and culturally sensitive areas, 
presents significant challenges and opportunities 
in terms of developing a comprehensive brand 
identity for Stave West.

For this project to succeed we must design, 
develop, and launch a comprehensive brand 
identity that speaks to the user groups presented 
here and potential users across the region, 
province, and around the world.

Why Build a Brand for Stave West, 
Mission’s Interpretive Forest?

Primary User Group Profiles

Process - Steps in Branding

GROUP DESCRIPTION NEEDS/CONCERNS

ENGINE DRIVEN

WEEKEND 
SIGHT-SEERS

REBELS

FAMILY 
CAMPERS

BOATING 
BUDDIES

WEEKEND 
ADVENTURERS

 ▪ Participate in motorized activities i.e. 4x4s, 
ATVs, snowmobiles, motorcycles.

 ▪ Often actively engaged in organized motor-
vehicle groups and associations

 ▪ Use Stave West with friends and as a group. 
 ▪ Mud Flats areas below high-water line are 
popular as are specific trails and roads.

 ▪ Primarily interested in scenic driving and short 
day-trips within Stave. 

 ▪ Frequent Florence Lake Service Road and 
gated side roads, as a way to relax and take-in 
nature. 

 ▪ Participates in unlawful activity in Stave West and 
are the primary source of conflict for all other groups. 

 ▪ Abandoning stolen vehicles.
 ▪ Starting unsafe and illegal fires.
 ▪ Dumping.
 ▪ Consuming excessive alcohol. 
 ▪ Illegal use of firearms.

 ▪ Front-country focused.
 ▪ Access areas via a base-camp or car-camping.
 ▪ Participate in hiking, boating, biking, and some 
motorized vehicle use (4-wheelers, dirt-bikes 
etc).

Engaging Family Campers provides a considerable 
opportunity for economic benefit to the District of Mission 
and the region.

 ▪ Frequent Stave West primarily for access to 
water for motorized and non-motorized boating.

 ▪ Use boat launches and access the area by 
motor vehicle. 

 ▪ Generally visit Stave West in groups or as a 
family. 

 ▪ Interested in hiking, biking, and other mainly 
self-propelled outdoor pursuits including 
horseback riding, in an area close-to-home or 
easy to access.  

 ▪ Gun use
 ▪ Unsafe motor vehicle use

 ▪ Desire safe and secure access, 
parking, and staging areas. 

 ▪ Gun use
 ▪ Unsafe traffic on the Florence Lake 
Service Road along with the ATV 
and 4x4 conflict. 

 ▪ Desire designated non-motorized 
areas, and increased safety and 
security.

 ▪ Wish to retain access and ability to 
use motorized vehicles within Stave 
West.

 ▪ Distancing themselves from 
irresponsible motorized vehicle 
users.

 ▪ Ease of access
 ▪ Safety and security
 ▪ Desire picnic day-use areas, trail 
improvements, staging areas and 
parking. 

This group needs access to 
appropriate target-shooting areas / 
facilities that don’t create conflict with 
other Stave West users. For the safety 
and concern of other user groups, 
increase enforcement of bylaws 
towards dumping, use of alcohol and 
firearms. 

The user-group list below provides a draft high-level profile of subgroups within the primary audience for Stave West.

Adults, 18 and over, 
with one or more 
children.  

Adults, generally 
friends and families. 

Young adults, male 
and female. 

Adults, primarily male, 
18 and over.

Adults, over 30.

Mostly young men. 

Community Wide Brand 
Recognition Assessment
Current opinions about 

the area

Preliminary 
Identification of 

Branding Themes
District staff, community 
representatives and at 

open house events

Development of long 
term branding process 

Determine what is 
distinctive about the 

area

Narrow down 
themes and 

develop 
supporting 
visual and 

verbal 
messages

January - 
February, 2015

Underway 


